Umbrella Assembly and Care Instructions
1) Lay the umbrella box flat on the ground, carefully remove the top half just like you
would a pizza box (open three sides). DO NOT slide the umbrella out of the carton as the
staples could scratch or mar the finish.
2) Lift up one edge of the umbrella so that the umbrella is resting on its side on the
cardboard.
3) Find the installation hardware included in the pole box. Place the umbrella pole over
the pole stub found on the underside of the umbrella. Align the holes in the stub and pole.
Insert the bolt, 2” x 5/16” (with a washer on each side of the pole) and lightly tighten the
nut onto the bolt. The bolt is there to keep the umbrella from detaching from the pole; it
does NOT need to be fully tightened. The nut just needs to be securely on the bolt.
4) Place the umbrella pole (with the umbrella attached) through the tabletop center hole.
Since there are various designs of tables from many vendors we have a hole drilled in he
lower end of the pole to help with the securing of the umbrella. If you are using the 6’
pole insert the bolt, 2” x 5/16” (with a washer on each side of the pole) and lightly tighten
the nut onto the bolt just underneath the tabletop. When using the 8’ length pole that will
go to the ground, the bolt is used in the lower drilled hole and will keep the umbrella
secured. For either pole you will need to tighten the attached nut just enough to keep the
bolt in place. Do not over-tighten. The bolts are provided for safety and security reasons.
Warning: Use of a table/umbrella combination without the lower bolt, is UNSAFE.
Wind may dislodge the umbrella, causing property damage or personal injury.
CARE AND MAINTENANCE
Your umbrella will last many years (fifteen to twenty years is not uncommon). To ensure
that your umbrella’s finish lasts as long as possible, wash and wax as you would a car.
Do not use abrasive pads or scouring cleansers. Dish or car wash soap will work well. A
high quality car wax will enhance the life and luster of the finish.
Questions? Call 813-426-5961
We thank you for your patronage.
Our caring craftsmen in Tampa Florida make our products.

